Quantifying the relationship between HIV-1 susceptibility to CCR5 antagonists and virus affinity for antagonist-occupied co-receptor.
Previous studies have demonstrated that HIV-1 develops resistance to CCR5 antagonists by gaining the ability to use drug-occupied co-receptor. However, the effects of CCR5 antagonists on the affinity of virus-co-receptor interactions have been difficult to quantify. We developed a pharmacological model for allosteric interaction at G-protein coupled receptors to analyze the effect of different CCR5 antagonists on infection by three laboratory adapted viruses with low, moderate and high susceptibility to the inhibitors. Infection data for these viruses fitted a model in which susceptibility to inhibition by CCR5 antagonists was directly related to fold reduction in virus affinity for CCR5. Dissociation constants for CCR5 antagonists calculated from the modeled data were consistent with values obtained by standard methods, suggesting that this approach can quantify pharmacologically relevant changes in co-receptor:ligand affinity in the context of infection of whole cells by authentic HIV-1 particles.